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Release Notes By Module
User Interface You can now make system-generated User Interface Sets inactive. 26.06-70

User Interface For the Wide Format UI set, the [Add] button on the Estimate Part now points to the 

Estimate Part Wide Format Add page.

26.06-63

Framework When you turn off the legacy UOM functionality and restart EFI Pace, the system now 

sets the denominator to 1, which is no longer editable.

26.06-297

Framework SNMP is enabled to bind to all interfaces, not only "localhost." 26.06-42

Accounts Payable If your system administrator unchecks the box in the Interface GL field on the AP 

Setup Detail page, the system no longer displays a null error when you post checks.

26.06-359

Accounts Payable The system no longer sets the bank account line to $0 when you process and post a 

credit bill as a check.

26.06-335

Accounts Receivables The system now creates commission lines on receivables for invoice commission 

distribution lines that include a commission amount of $0.

26.06-265

Customization Toolkit The User Defined Field Detail page no longer displays the Max Length field after you 

duplicate a UDF and change the Attribute Type field to a value that normally does not 

display Max Length.

26.06-79

Customization Toolkit The system now successfully coverts an estimate to a job when you use the "Bill Parts 

Together" feature.

26.06-1

Data Collection When you add a job transaction through the Data Collection module, the system now 

correctly populates the Part field.

26.06-323

Data Collection The Timecard Summary report version 2 (datacollection-timecard-summary.rpt) no 

longer creates an error when you run the report.

26.06-38

eService The system no longer displays the underlying code in the Buy Size field ( ex: if( 

theform.paperPrice.getValue() != .. ).

26.06-319

Estimate Job Importer The Run Size Length and Run Size Width field values for a job material in the Estimate 

Job Importer no longer produce a fail for incorrect value for data type double 

message.

26.06-177

Estimating Product categories on the Estimate Add page no longer produce an error. 26.06-367

Estimating The system no longer displays a Null Pointer Error message when you convert an 

estimate for a customer with a status of "Credit Hold," but no value in the Credit Hold 

Job Status field.

26.06-358
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Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you generate a Quote Letter (pacequote-

quote-letter.rpt), even if an estimate quantity is not present for an estimate part.

26.06-321

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you enter or select an Inventory item in 

the Inventory Item field on the Estimate Paper Detail page.

26.06-321

Estimating The system no longer displays Error 1340025101 when you convert an estimate to a 

job.

26.06-298

Estimating If you convert a single estimate part to a job, the system no longer displays an 

incorrect "over credit limit" message.

26.06-286

Estimating When you convert an estimate and select a chargeback account, the system no longer 

displays an Invalid chargeback account message.

26.06-282

Estimating The system now correctly includes the fold pattern after you convert an estimate to a 

job.

26.06-101

Estimating The Paper Alternate Description now appears on the Estimate Paper Detail page. 26.06-88

Estimating The system now automatically updates the ink type when you edit the number of ink 

colors on the Ink/Paper tab of the Estimate Detail page.

26.06-86

General Ledger The Balance Detail Listing report (balance-detail-listing.rpt) no longer truncates the GL 

account number. 

26.06-44

Inventory When you pull materials and charge it to a job or submit a job transaction for a 

negative quantity, the system now correctly displays the adjustment on both the 

inventory item and on the correct Job record.

26.06-25

Job Billing The Total Sales report (jobbilling-total-sales.rpt) now correctly displays the correct 

total sales for each salesperson.

26.06-271

Job Billing When you force the commission amount on a commission distribution line, the 

system now updates the commission base correctly for the amount changes you 

made on the invoice.

26.06-269

Job Billing The system now displays the correct sales distribution figures on an invoice if the 

invoice includes a change order on a job part other than part 1. The system no longer 

calculates change orders as part of the sales distribution of the estimated sell price.

26.06-259

Job Billing The system now calculates sales distributions correctly when a job part other than 

part 1 includes a change order.

26.06-252
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Job Billing They system now correctly calculates change order amounts in the sales distribution 

on an invoice, even  if the corresponding job part is not the first part.

26.06-252

Job Billing In the Job Billing module, when you reprint a posted invoice and use the "Send Mail" 

option, the system now includes the invoice as an attachment on the Email Detail 

page.

26.06-234

Job Billing The system now correctly calculates the discount percentage as an invoice extra when 

you set a discount percent on the Customer object and check the box in the Apply 

Discount to Invoice field.

26.06-148

Job Billing The system now suppresses the UOM lot when you enter Yes in the Suppress UOM 

Lot parameter on the invoice (invoice.rpt).

26.06-31

Job Control Center When you add a job, the system now automatically enters the customer information 

when you add a chargeback account.

26.06-348

Job Control Center The system no longer crashes when you change one customer to another with a 

different default currency. 

26.06-227

Job Control Center The [Create Estimate] context button on the Job Detail page now updates part and 

quantity information on the newly created estimate, even if you created the parts 

after converting the original estimate to a job. 

26.06-197

Job Control Center The system now displays a purchase order number in the Material section of the job 

jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt), just below the "Description/PO" area.

26.06-45

Job Control Center The system now correctly maintains the updated value in the Qty Per Unit field on the 

Job Part Finishing Op Detail page.

26.06-79

Job Control Center The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer" error (NPE) when you access a job part 

that includes a JobPartPressFormMixedMediaObject, and you do not have security 

permissions for that object.

26.06-36

Job Costing When you add a job cost from the job part, the system now populates the appropriate 

Job and the Job Part fields.

26.06-302

Job Costing When you edit the activity code on a job cost transaction to one that does not have 

any associated costing rates, the system now calculates the cost as zero (0).

26.06-9

Job Planning The system no longer displays a PrintFlow Integration error when you click [Refresh 

Plan].

26.06-92
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Job Shipments You can now configure the FedEx real time quoting shipping rates server as part of 

your Company record maintenance, and with this feature, you can toggle between the 

FedEx real time quoting test and production servers. If you already use the Check 

Rates feature in the Job Shipments module, no action is necessary as EFI Pace 

automatically populates the production server value. If you want to leverage the 

Check Rates feature in the future, contact your FedEx Web Services provider to obtain 

the necessary credentials (Key, Meter Number, Account Number, Password, etc.). 

Once you obtain the needed information from FedEx, navigate to Administration, 

System Setup, General, Company Setup and click on the 3rd Party Configuration tab. 

Next, populate the fields listed in the FedEx Web Services group box as needed and 

click [Update].

26.06-355

Job Shipments When you change a shipment type from Planned Shipment to Final Shipment (the 

Status field on the shipment type is Closed) the system now sets the Admin and 

Production statuses of the job to Closed.

26.06-307

Job Shipments The system now displays the correct initial quantity when you drag and drop parts 

from the Job Shipment List Job page.

26.06-241

PaceConnect Multiple line orders no longer fail in the ISBN Order Importer PaceConnect. 26.06-332

PaceConnect EFI Pace no longer displays an error when the system executes the Group Kit Ship 

process and the job project contains a job without a Ship To contact.

26.06-316

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace job created from DSF no longer include invalid Job Contact records. 26.06-339

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now sets the final size on the Job Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) from the 

estimate attached to the item template.

26.06-8

PaceConnect-Forest 

Stewardship Council

The system no longer displays an error when you check the box in the Append FS 

CLevel field and you set the section of a quote letter type to Paper.

26.06-56

PaceConnect-PageFlex The system now properly creates notes on jobs if you map the notes correctly in the 

PaceConnect.

26.06-181

PaceConnect-Printable The new Time Out field on the PaceConnect Detail page enables you to adjust the 

transaction timeout setting when calling Printable Web Serivces. The default value for 

this field is 300,000 milliseconds (5 minutes).

26.06-347

PaceConnect-Printable When the Printable Job Importer PaceConnect creates a job shipment, the system 

now properly sets the Ship Via method based on the order XML shipment 

information.

26.06-165

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer duplicates FGARN PaceConnect results. 26.06-341
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PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer produces PrintStream PaceConnect failures because of a null 

end date on a Job Plan record.

26.06-327

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you cancel a pick confirm order for a single job part, the system no longer 

generates a PaceConnect "job part status" error on a subsequent order releases.

26.06-196

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The kit components in a Build On The Fly Kit in PrintStream now correctly pull 

inventory items in EFI Pace.

26.06-194

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer displays the occasional Null error message in the PrintStream 

PaceConnect record when PrintFlow is enabled and you try to generate an ARN 

without scheduling PrintStream orders.

26.06-180

PaceStation The system now displays results that match your criteria when you filter a PaceStation 

inquiry by salesperson.

26.06-294

PaceStation The Excel field in the Export Properties group box on the Inquiry Detail page now 

properly displays the saved state. 

26.06-17

Payroll The following reports now return data faster and no longer timeout:

payroll-quarterly-federal.rpt

payroll-quarterly-state.rpt

payroll-quarterly-summary.rpt

26.06-310

Reports The Cost Of Goods Sold report (cost-of-goods-sold.rpt) no longer causes EFI Pace to 

time out.

26.01-362

Reports In the Reports module, the system no longer displays an errant "Loading Prompt" 

dialog box when you print change orders (jobcontrol-changeorder.rpt).

26.06-301

Reports When you send an email from a Report Parameters pop-up page, the system no 

longer displays the message, Check Again -Unable to send email, and displays only 

active contacts with valid email addresses.

26.06-284

Scheduler When you enable the "Plan By Pass" option on an activity code, the Job Exporter 

PaceConnect now sends the Job Part Press Form properties with all the forms 

associated with the passes created by the "Plan By Pass" option.

26.06-331

Scheduler The system now upholds Scheduler permission settings. 26.06-266

Single Object Import You can now perform an update import to inventory items without error. 26.06-27

System Setup The logo templates on the Company record now appear in the browser with a border 

and size dimensions so you can easily see the logo and identify the appropriate logo 

size.

26.06-67
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Upgrade You can now upgrade your EFI Pace system from version 16 to version 26 without 

error.

26.06-352
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Estimating Product categories on the Estimate Add page no longer produce an error. 26.06-367

Reports The Cost Of Goods Sold report (cost-of-goods-sold.rpt) no longer causes EFI Pace to 

time out.

26.01-362

Accounts Payable If your system administrator unchecks the box in the Interface GL field on the AP 

Setup Detail page, the system no longer displays a null error when you post checks.

26.06-359

Estimating The system no longer displays a Null Pointer Error message when you convert an 

estimate for a customer with a status of "Credit Hold," but no value in the Credit Hold 

Job Status field.

26.06-358

Upgrade You can now upgrade your EFI Pace system from version 16 to version 26 without 

error.

26.06-352

Job Control Center When you add a job, the system now automatically enters the customer information 

when you add a chargeback account.

26.06-348

PaceConnect-Printable The new Time Out field on the PaceConnect Detail page enables you to adjust the 

transaction timeout setting when calling Printable Web Serivces. The default value for 

this field is 300,000 milliseconds (5 minutes).

26.06-347

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer duplicates FGARN PaceConnect results. 26.06-341

Accounts Payable The system no longer sets the bank account line to $0 when you process and post a 

credit bill as a check.

26.06-335

Job Shipments You can now configure the FedEx real time quoting shipping rates server as part of 

your Company record maintenance, and with this feature, you can toggle between the 

FedEx real time quoting test and production servers. If you already use the Check 

Rates feature in the Job Shipments module, no action is necessary as EFI Pace 

automatically populates the production server value. If you want to leverage the 

Check Rates feature in the future, contact your FedEx Web Services provider to obtain 

the necessary credentials (Key, Meter Number, Account Number, Password, etc.). 

Once you obtain the needed information from FedEx, navigate to Administration, 

System Setup, General, Company Setup and click on the 3rd Party Configuration tab. 

Next, populate the fields listed in the FedEx Web Services group box as needed and 

click [Update].

26.06-355

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace job created from DSF no longer include invalid Job Contact records. 26.06-339

PaceConnect Multiple line orders no longer fail in the ISBN Order Importer PaceConnect. 26.06-332
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Scheduler When you enable the "Plan By Pass" option on an activity code, the Job Exporter 

PaceConnect now sends the Job Part Press Form properties with all the forms 

associated with the passes created by the "Plan By Pass" option.

26.06-331

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer produces PrintStream PaceConnect failures because of a null 

end date on a Job Plan record.

26.06-327

Data Collection When you add a job transaction through the Data Collection module, the system now 

correctly populates the Part field.

26.06-323

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you generate a Quote Letter (pacequote-

quote-letter.rpt), even if an estimate quantity is not present for an estimate part.

26.06-321

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you enter or select an Inventory item in 

the Inventory Item field on the Estimate Paper Detail page.

26.06-321

eService The system no longer displays the underlying code in the Buy Size field ( ex: if( 

theform.paperPrice.getValue() != .. ).

26.06-319

PaceConnect EFI Pace no longer displays an error when the system executes the Group Kit Ship 

process and the job project contains a job without a Ship To contact.

26.06-316

Payroll The following reports now return data faster and no longer timeout:

payroll-quarterly-federal.rpt

payroll-quarterly-state.rpt

payroll-quarterly-summary.rpt

26.06-310

Job Shipments When you change a shipment type from Planned Shipment to Final Shipment (the 

Status field on the shipment type is Closed) the system now sets the Admin and 

Production statuses of the job to Closed.

26.06-307

Job Costing When you add a job cost from the job part, the system now populates the appropriate 

Job and the Job Part fields.

26.06-302

Reports In the Reports module, the system no longer displays an errant "Loading Prompt" 

dialog box when you print change orders (jobcontrol-changeorder.rpt).

26.06-301

Estimating The system no longer displays Error 1340025101 when you convert an estimate to a 

job.

26.06-298

Framework When you turn off the legacy UOM functionality and restart EFI Pace, the system now 

sets the denominator to 1, which is no longer editable.

26.06-297

Estimating If you convert a single estimate part to a job, the system no longer displays an 

incorrect "over credit limit" message.

26.06-286
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Reports When you send an email from a Report Parameters pop-up page, the system no 

longer displays the message, Check Again -Unable to send email, and displays only 

active contacts with valid email addresses.

26.06-284

Estimating When you convert an estimate and select a chargeback account, the system no longer 

displays an Invalid chargeback account message.

26.06-282

Job Billing The Total Sales report (jobbilling-total-sales.rpt) now correctly displays the correct 

total sales for each salesperson.

26.06-271

Job Billing When you force the commission amount on a commission distribution line, the 

system now updates the commission base correctly for the amount changes you 

made on the invoice.

26.06-269

Scheduler The system now upholds Scheduler permission settings. 26.06-266

Accounts Receivables The system now creates commission lines on receivables for invoice commission 

distribution lines that include a commission amount of $0.

26.06-265

Job Billing The system now displays the correct sales distribution figures on an invoice if the 

invoice includes a change order on a job part other than part 1. The system no longer 

calculates change orders as part of the sales distribution of the estimated sell price.

26.06-259

Job Billing The system now calculates sales distributions correctly when a job part other than 

part 1 includes a change order.

26.06-252

Job Billing They system now correctly calculates change order amounts in the sales distribution 

on an invoice, even  if the corresponding job part is not the first part.

26.06-252

Job Shipments The system now displays the correct initial quantity when you drag and drop parts 

from the Job Shipment List Job page.

26.06-241

Job Control Center The system no longer crashes when you change one customer to another with a 

different default currency. 

26.06-227

Job Billing In the Job Billing module, when you reprint a posted invoice and use the "Send Mail" 

option, the system now includes the invoice as an attachment on the Email Detail 

page.

26.06-234

Job Control Center The [Create Estimate] context button on the Job Detail page now updates part and 

quantity information on the newly created estimate, even if you created the parts 

after converting the original estimate to a job. 

26.06-197

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you cancel a pick confirm order for a single job part, the system no longer 

generates a PaceConnect "job part status" error on a subsequent order releases.

26.06-196
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PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The kit components in a Build On The Fly Kit in PrintStream now correctly pull 

inventory items in EFI Pace.

26.06-194

PaceConnect-PageFlex The system now properly creates notes on jobs if you map the notes correctly in the 

PaceConnect.

26.06-181

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer displays the occasional Null error message in the PrintStream 

PaceConnect record when PrintFlow is enabled and you try to generate an ARN 

without scheduling PrintStream orders.

26.06-180

Estimate Job Importer The Run Size Length and Run Size Width field values for a job material in the Estimate 

Job Importer no longer produce a fail for incorrect value for data type double 

message.

26.06-177

PaceConnect-Printable When the Printable Job Importer PaceConnect creates a job shipment, the system 

now properly sets the Ship Via method based on the order XML shipment 

information.

26.06-165

Job Billing The system now correctly calculates the discount percentage as an invoice extra when 

you set a discount percent on the Customer object and check the box in the Apply 

Discount to Invoice field.

26.06-148

Estimating The system now correctly includes the fold pattern after you convert an estimate to a 

job.

26.06-101

Job Planning The system no longer displays a PrintFlow Integration error when you click [Refresh 

Plan].

26.06-92

Estimating The Paper Alternate Description now appears on the Estimate Paper Detail page. 26.06-88

Estimating The system now automatically updates the ink type when you edit the number of ink 

colors on the Ink/Paper tab of the Estimate Detail page.

26.06-86

Customization Toolkit The User Defined Field Detail page no longer displays the Max Length field after you 

duplicate a UDF and change the Attribute Type field to a value that normally does not 

display Max Length.

26.06-79

Job Control Center The system now correctly maintains the updated value in the Qty Per Unit field on the 

Job Part Finishing Op Detail page.

26.06-79

User Interface You can now make system-generated User Interface Sets inactive. 26.06-70

System Setup

The logo templates on the Company record now appear in the browser with a border 

and size dimensions so you can easily see the logo and identify the appropriate logo 

size.

26.06-67
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User Interface For the Wide Format UI set, the [Add] button on the Estimate Part now points to the 

Estimate Part Wide Format Add page.

26.06-63

PaceConnect-Forest 

Stewardship Council

The system no longer displays an error when you check the box in the Append FS 

CLevel field and you set the section of a quote letter type to Paper.

26.06-56

Job Control Center The system now displays a purchase order number in the Material section of the job 

jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt), just below the "Description/PO" area.

26.06-45

General Ledger The Balance Detail Listing report (balance-detail-listing.rpt) no longer truncates the GL 

account number. 

26.06-44

Framework SNMP is enabled to bind to all interfaces, not only "localhost." 26.06-42

Data Collection The Timecard Summary report version 2 (datacollection-timecard-summary.rpt) no 

longer creates an error when you run the report.

26.06-38

Job Control Center The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer" error (NPE) when you access a job part 

that includes a JobPartPressFormMixedMediaObject, and you do not have security 

permissions for that object.

26.06-36

Job Billing The system now suppresses the UOM lot when you enter Yes in the Suppress UOM 

Lot parameter on the invoice (invoice.rpt).

26.06-31

Single Object Import You can now perform an update import to inventory items without error. 26.06-27

Inventory When you pull materials and charge it to a job or submit a job transaction for a 

negative quantity, the system now correctly displays the adjustment on both the 

inventory item and on the correct Job record.

26.06-25

PaceStation The system now displays results that match your criteria when you filter a PaceStation 

inquiry by salesperson.

26.06-294

PaceStation The Excel field in the Export Properties group box on the Inquiry Detail page now 

properly displays the saved state. 

26.06-17

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now sets the final size on the Job Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) from the 

estimate attached to the item template.

26.06-8

Job Costing When you edit the activity code on a job cost transaction to one that does not have 

any associated costing rates, the system now calculates the cost as zero (0).

26.06-9

Customization Toolkit The system now successfully coverts an estimate to a job when you use the "Bill Parts 

Together" feature.

26.06-1


